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Dobson to speak to ONU graduates
By Heather Strous
Executive editor

Focus on commence
ment with Dr. James Dobson.
Dobson, the founder
and president o f Focus on the
Family - a non-profit evangeli
cal organization dedicated to the
preservation of the family - is
the keynote speaker for the
graduating class o f 1999.
Booking this leader ibn
the Christian community was
not an overnight occurrence.
“This has really been in the
works for two years,” said
Academic Dean Dr. Gary Streit.
In 1997, he and
Chaplain B ill Bray visited and
evaluated the Institute on

mm

“While we were there,
we made a contact with Dr. Ken
Ogden, a personal friend of Dr.
Dobson, and we asked him
about the feasibility of getting
Dr. Dobson for commence
ment.
“He’s very busy with
üs
Focus on the Family, so he
rarely accepts speaking engage
ments,” Streit said.
Fortunately for Streit
and Olivet, Dobson decided to
Dr. James Dobson (Web
make 1999’s commencement
one of those rare occasions.
site photo)
Family Studies, a Focus on the “We keep a bank of prospects,
Family program for college but we were crossing our
students interested in learning fingers that this would work
out.”
more about the family.

Keynote speakers for
graduation must meet a certain
criteria set by the selection
committee, which is comprised
of the administrative team. “We
look for folks who understand
the mission of the university,
who have made a contribution to
the Christian community and
most importantly, who have
something to say to the
graduating class,” Streit said.
Dobson definitely meets
those standards, according to
Streit. “Dr. Dobson is a member
o f the Church of the Nazarene.
He’s authored a number of
books. He evokes a great deal of
admiration from people. He’s a

positive example in a culture
that runs counter to the Bible.”
Dobson is a licensed
psychologist in California and a
licenced marriage, family and
child therapist in Colorado. He
is a former assistant professor of
pediatrics at the University of
Southern California School of
Medicine. His internationally
syndicated radio programs are
heard on more than 3,000 radio
facilities in North America,
including WONU, and in nine
languages in about 2,300
stations in more than 93 other
countries. He and his wife,

(See Dobson/page 2)

nWo pounds Olivet s campus Men in uniform
By Heather Strous
Executive editor

After a week of wres
tling with classes and books,
some Olivet students took it to
the mat.
On Saturday, for the
second year, Men’s Residential
Life sponsored Nazarene World
Order, or nWo, an event
involving costumes, choreog
raphy and free-for-all wres
tling.
Matt Mund, M RL vice
president, said the return of
nWo is not a result of fund
raising success last year. “We
didn’t end up making all that
much because we had to pay for
the ring and the media, but it’s
not about making money. It’s
about putting on something that
everyone enjoys.”
The contenders took
their role as entertainers seri
ously.
Jaclyn Couch and
Christine Caldwell, ‘Twisted
Sister,” challenged Merideth
Densford and Andrea Waldron,
“Pretty Mad Sisters.”
The

women were the first females
ever to enter the competition.
Densford was happy to see ONU
keeping up with the change in
times.
“It’s about time they
give women at Olivet the power
to wrestle,” she said.
The women’s charac
ters provided an interesting
. contrast. “W e’re going to be
white trash junkies. Merideth
and Andrea are supposed to be
prissy girls carrying Bride’s
magazines,” Couch said.
Her partner enjoyed the
chance to play a part so
conflicting with her personality.
“The girls on my floor in
McClain were surprised when I
decided to do this. My character
is nothing like me— I mean, I ’m
in ministry, spiritual life groups
and things like that,” Caldwell
said.
Before the match, she
offered a challenge to her

(See nW o/page 2)

Tim Britton chosen as Mr. ONU
By Heather Morgan
News writer

“Tribal Goulash,” Scott Arm strong and
Paul Johnson, rush the ring at the start of
nWo (GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie
Phni/anoflU

ONU’s Men in Uniform took the
stage Feb. 12, to compete for the title of
Mr. ONU.
Prior to the event, the student
body was given the opportunity to vote for
class representatives. Each student could
vote for four seniors, four juniors, two
sophomores and two freshmen. Due to
prior engagements, only nine o f the twelve
nominees were able to attend.
“There were some people who had
scheduling conflicts. We tried to fill their
spots, but others gave us a short notice.
There is usually always less than 12
candidates, “said Karen Chevalier, vice
president o f Women’s Residential Life. ■
Chevalier, along with Jason
Hammond, Mr. ONU 1998, hosted the
evening’s events. After aseries o f opening
numbers involving all o f the participants,
Chevalier and Hammond introduced the
candidates one by one, giving background
information about each one.
After introductions, the candi-

(See Mr. O NU/page 3)
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nWo
(from page 1
competitors typical o f TV pro
wrestling. “Not only do we
represent white trash but also
Goth power. W e’re tough girls.
W e’re going to be kicking their
butts ‘cause they’re prissy tittle
Nazarene girls. W e’re mean old
independent women...”
Waldron seemed un
daunted by the threat. “Those
girls think they’re pretty bad,
and we may be the prissy tittle
Nazarene girls, but at least we
have Jesus on our side.”
Iro n ica lly , it was
Brian Fish of “Grid Iron” has Matt Mund from the
Waldron herself who was the
“Soldiers of Destruction” against the ropes. The
decisive figure in “Pretty Mad
“Soldiers cam e back to destroy “Grid
Sisters’” defeat. She decided
Iron.”(GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie Chovancek)
that being good just wasn’t as
fun being bad, so she joined just doing it for the fun o f it and say that he should not do it... I
‘Twisted Sister” halfway through
to see if I ’d tike to pursue this as guess you could say that I have
the match.
the deepest respect for his
a career.”
Another female that
ONU graduate Jon- mental capacity but not his
had a pivotal role in nWo was
Marc Thrill trained the group athletic ability,” Mund said.
Anna Babinski, or “Short Sexy
Martinson not appear
for a couple of hours before the.
Babinski,” who played the event. In response to the uproar ing at this year’s nWo reiterated.
girlfriend of Matt Freeman, or about the “fake wrestling” of the Mund’s words, at least the ones
“Big Daddy Freeman” and the
professionals, Mund promised that say he shouldn’t wrestle
ex-girlfriend o f Adam Ledyard,
“It was a defining
Olivet’s nWo would not disap again.
or “Cupid.” “Cupid” was in the point. “It’s real,” he said.
moment in my life. It was the
match to win his girl back.
The match last year point at which I realized I was an
Babinski stood by her
between Doug “The Dawg” old man. It was the point at
current guy. “I don’t see how Gallup and Speech Communi which I realized I couldn’t do
this much man can be defeated,”
cation chairman Dr. Jay anything I wanted and just
she said.
Martinson offered proof to his . bounce right back. Even though
L ed y ard ,
though, assertion— real pain. Martinson I decisively put the hurt on Doug
proved too much for “Big
suffered back pain after defeat Gallup, it was not an experience
Daddy,” and earlier statement he
I wish to repeat.”
ing Gallup.
made to his competitor turned
He believes, however,
“I think he did it last
out to be foreshadowing—
year to prove to himself that he he made his point. “I did it to
“You’re goin’ down!”
could do it.
I think the prove to Mund and other
Freeman didn’t take the
chiropractor bills themselves members of the student body
loss too seriously, though. “I ’m
that you don’t mess with Dr.
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Jay. I send the same message to
the administration and to my
peers— you mess with Dr. Jay,
you get hurt.”
Business Department
chairman Dr. Glen Rewerts, or
“Dr. Jekyll,” represented the
faculty this year, taking on
Ja so n “P astor H am m er”
Hammond.
Rewerts got
pounded by the “Hammer.”
Other winners included
“The Rollers,” “Sweetcakes”
Jeremy Talley, “Mama’s Boys”
Craig Meinz and Paul Dixon,
“Soldiers o f Destruction” Mund
and Casey Young and Ed
“Lover” Bloom.
Bloom was crowned
with top honors when he won
the Royal Rumble, making him
the champion o f this year’s
nWo.

News 3
Mr. ONU
(from page 1)

Mr. O N U 1999,Tim Britton, plays it up for
th e crowd w hile Jason Hamond, Mr. ONU
1998, hosts the program . (GlimmerGlass

photo by Christine Casteel)

dates displayed their skills
in the individual talent
portion o f the competi
tion.
Through videos,
songs, and skits, the Mr.
ONU hopefuls tried to
convince the judges why
they should be voted Mr.
ONU. The acts ranged
from Phil Dannewitz,
freshman j||impersonating
Promise with the help of
some friends, to Matt
Mund, senior, acting out
former variety show skits
with his own variations to
them.
Although the par
ticipants’ acts were enter
taining to the audience, the
down time became boring
to some participants. “The

Dobson
worst part was waiting. At
least out in the audience,
you were able to watch the
skits. We had to stand
around and wait backstage,” said Corey Wilson,
freshman.
Following the tal
ent
sh ow case,
the
candidate ’ s were narrowed
down to five finalists:
Dannewitz, Jarrod Dar
ling, sophomore, and se
niors, Tim Britton, Mund
and Brad Lacey.
The last portion
o f the competition in
volved asking the finalists
one, final question: “What
is your dream Valentine’s
Day date?”
Darling
recalled his Valentine’s
Day date last year with his
current girlfriend when
they drove to Chicago, and

it was there he kissed her
for the first time.
When each can
didate had answered the
question, the judges con
vened to determined who
would become the next
Mr. ONU. After several
minutes, the decision was
announced; Britton was
Mr. ONU 1999. When
given the opportunity to
give any remarks Britton
used the time to intro
duce his mother.
“ She, helped
make me, so I think I’ll
say thanks to her. She
drove through the ices
and snow to get here,”
Britton said.
He then ended
by playing a song on the
harmonica for the audi
ence. B
9H H B

(from page 1)
Shirley, reside in Colo
rado and are the parents of
two grown children, Ryan
andDanae. Ryan attended
Olivet.
Com m encem ent
is 9:30 a.m., May 8, in the
area between Milby Clock
Tower and Strickler Plan-,
-etarium. Closed circuit
TV will broadcast the
ceremony in Kresge Audi
torium for those who wish
to avoid the sun. If it rains,
commencement will be
held in McHie Arena with
closed circuit T V in
Chalfant Hall for overflow
crowd.
Last year, about
3,000 to 4,000 people
attended the graduation
ceremony. “W e’ve had
upwards o f5,000 people at
commencement,” Streit
said.

Olivet students make deposits in the eternity bank
By Kate Ehricli
days in the summer.
Sounds formidable - espe
“It’s the kind o f cially for penny-pinching
experience that you can’t college students attending
learn in the classroom,
a private university. As a
said B ill Bahr, assistant to matter of fact, many
the Chaplain, about mis students decide before
sions.
ever applying that they
Olivet is again cannot go because o f the
getting ready to send some price.
of its fireballs for Christ
“It’ s like I said in
out into the mission fields chapel,” Bahr said, “if
o f San Francisco, Croatia you really sense that
and Israel. Students have God’s wanting you to go,
been preparing for the don’t let finances hold you
trips though prayer and back.” He shared story
everything else from safety after story o f students
training to sharing their m iracu lou sly
getting
faith.
money for missions trips
All of this comes after taking the first step
with a cost, however, to of faith by saying “yes” to
the students who choose to God’s call. All it takes is
take the challenge. First, faith on the part o f the
they miss out on a long student and investment on
relaxing break and they the part of sponsors.
have to work hard build
This is an area
ing others up and minister that Bahr knows well. Not
ing the love of Christ to only does he direct and
others.
Second, each equip the students going
student raises his or her on these trips, he works
own finances to go.
full time for Youth For
The tab? For the Christ where all of his
seven days in spring to San salary comes from raising
Francisco, it is $600 and funds.
“I encourage
$1600 for the trips to people to make an eternal
Croatia and Israel for 14 investment... it always has
News writer

a good return.” •
B y taking this
route of raising money for
their trips, students take
the focus off of themselves
and put it back on those to
whom they will minister.
People take giving more
seriously when they con
sider the effect their
money could have on
eternity than when they
think someone just wants
their money. “There are
people around who are
wanting to give their
money to something. This
gives people the opportu
nity to give to something
greater than themselves,”
Bahr said.
When the student,
receives the money he/she
needs and is prepared to
leave, there is another
thing to consider: expecta
tions. The mind set a
student has before going
and what they actually face
are many times two very
different pictures. Many
times, students think they
are going to minister and
help others; however, it is
not a surprise to see a
student return and share

how the ministered to
them and how they were
changed.
“Americans are
spoiled and we don’t even
realize it...I’ve met people
who have nothing and still
want to give us every
thing,” Bahr said. “Stu
dents will be tom out of
their comfort zone emo
tionally, physically, spiri
tually, mentally,” he said.
They will be challenged
culturally, and the whole
way they view the world
will shift dramatically.
Phil McHale is
going on the trip to

Croatia this summer. It
will be his first missions
trip experience.
“I am
familiar with Western
European culture but not
Eastern European culture,
“ McHale said. He hopes
that this experience will
help him with his walk
with God and that he will
be able to help other
people physically and
spiritually.
Joel Parsons went
on the Israel trip last year
and he shared some of his
experience: “Israel is a
first world country; I was
surprised at how well-off

530 S. Main St.
Bourbonnais
\ (815)932-067%

they were. Most had cars
and even cell phones.
Their style o f dress was
more American than I had
thought.” He went on to
describe how it was when
he returned from the trip.
“I went from being
constantly around Chris
tians to working with nonChristians when I re
turned.”
Parsons is plan
ning on returning to Israel
this summer, and he hopes
to get more acquainted
with Muslims on a deeper
level.

with coupon. Exp. 5-15-09

News 4

Dramatists speak frankly about issues
Carol Anderson-Shores on self-image

By Jarod Hancock

By Gina Gottardo Spiritual life editor

“You can’t forgive yourself
until you can accept God’s forgiveness.”
That was the underlying theme of Carol
Anderson Shores’ lecture about selfimage and acceptance.
Anderson is a middle-aged woman
who lived several lives years o f her life
stru ggling
with bulimia
and anorexia.
In Larsen Fine
Arts Center on
Feb. 3, she
hosted a dis
cussion time
about self-im
age.
Anderson
started the all
women semi
nar by getting
the ladies to .
interact by de
scribing what
the
virgin
Mary looked
like.
After
sev eral
re 
sponses, the
general con
sensus was
that Mary was
plain on the

mistakes. “When you say I suck, I.am
not good enough, it’ s in the midst of that
place that Jesus takes you and says I like
you a lot and I love you,” Anderson
said.
She urged the women to ask
God to “come in and change my heart,
transfer me to what you want me to be”
and to be
aware that
guys will
never fix the
way you
feel about
yourself,
but
God
w ill love
you no mat
ter what.
Anderson
believes that
the . media
has a lot to
do with the
negative
way women
view their
bodies. In
the early
1900s
a

Carol Anderson-Shores has a straight
talk about self-im age with the wom en of
O N U. (GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie

Chovancek)

outside but filled with the beauty o f the
Holy Spirit on the inside. Anderson’s
goal was for the women to see that looks
may fade but that the Holy Spirit’s love
will never die.
She also asked the women what
they thought of their grandmothers and
best friends, words such as sassy,
energetic, loving, warm, kind and
wonderful were shouted out. She then
asked if they thought their grandmothers
were beautiful; a resounding “yes” filled
the room. Anderson said the that looks
may fade, but-that when God provides
them with the right guy he will thiqk she
is beautiful even when she becomes a
grandmother. '
Another point Anderson touched
on was that God loves us no matter what
we . look like, and that He makes no

Jim Shores on sexual brokenness

more ro
bust look
was popu
lar. In the

1920s a more boyish, thin look Was in.
And starting in the 1970s the too thin
look became popular with such models
as Twiggy.
Everywhere women go they are
bombarded With images o f people, such
as Kate Moss, who are unhealthily thin
and use extreme weight loss methods like
bulimia to keep the weight off. She sent
out a challenge to each o f the girls that
“for the next 24 hours...-only affirm
people’s inner qualities.” Taking the
challenge would help the .;women not
only focus less on their exterior qualities,
but less on the exterior qualities of their
friends and peers.
Anderson hopes that the young
women she spoke to at Olivet will learn
to live a healthy and content life with the
body that God has granted them with.

News Writer

In an era when
sexual impurity is cel
ebrated - when even the
President o f the United
States succumbs to sexual
temptation - Christians
can struggle to maintain
godly sexuality.
Feb. 3, Christian
dramatist Jim Shores met
with a group o f male
Olivet students in Larsen
Fine Arts Center to
present a program entitled
“S ex u al B ro k e n n ess:
What’s Healthy, What’s
Not.” The discussions,
which was offered as part
o f the Office o f Student
Development’s Real Life
Seminar Series, dealt can
didly with sexual issues
that Christian men face.
A ccord in g
to
Shores, sexual wholeness
is defined as using sex as a W hile Cardl spoke with the wom en, her
means by which to achieve husband, Jim Shores, discussed sexual
intimacy with one’s hus brokenness with the men. (GlimmerGlass
band or wife. - Sexual photo by Sam Ebnet) .
brokennessi on the other
hand, is when people, ignore God’s brokenness.
guidelines, and use sex loosely to cope Often, this involves facing past sexual
with thé pain o f life. This behavior is' abuse or childhood estrangement from
part of society’s tendency to maximize one’s father.
pleasure and minimize paih.
‘ ' Last, Christians must “Pursue
Shores identified three key an ongoing relationship with God.’practices to help Christian men develop Shores emphasized the importance of
and maintain sexual wholeness in their nurturing friendships with Christ
lives. First, “Identify,the lies.” Shores through prayer and meditation. He
asked students to identify the harmful cited Matthew 6:33, “But seek first his
sexual messages contained in some kingdom and his righteousness, and all
magazine photographs and advertise these things will be given to you as
ments,
Using these examples, he well.”
explained the importance o f recognizing
Shores designed his seminar in
and rejecting sexual untruths present in response to the requests' o f various
society. '
college chaplains and students'. He
The second point was “Deal pointed out that Christians, as sexual
With your own brokenness.” Through a creatures in a fallen world, must cope
dramatic reading, Shores explored the with the same pressures and tempta
parallels between the “sex scandals” of tions that non-Christians face. Often,
King David and President B ill Clinton. however, they-are afraid „to admit to
He said that Christians should struggling with issues . like sexual
realize that, like these men, they have all addictions and homosexuality, and
been broken by sin. Through faith in “Shame and secrecy are a great soil for
God, however, everyone can receive sin to grow in.” “Sexual Brokenness” is
forgiveness, just as David did. In order an effort to dissolve that secrecy and to
to receive complete sexual wholeness, . offer solutions.
men should deal with the roots o f their

opinions
E d ito r ponders living the single life at Olivet
Two weeks ago I began my
student teaching assignment in a sixth
grade classroom at St. Paul’s Lutheran
School. As I have been observing these
pre-teens, I have been amused at times,
at how they are just beginning to explore
relationships with members o f the
opposite sex. To them, going out is
sitting by each other at lunch and maybe
picking each other to be on die same
team during PE.
I remember my first girlfriend. I
was in fifth grade, and her name was
Traci Mitten. I wrote a note to her that
read, “Traci, will you go out with me?
Yes, no, or maybe. P lease circle oneM I
then gave the note to one of my friends
who then gave it to one o f her friends
who then gave it to her, One week later,
after no communication at all, we “broke
up.”

. «
Many times I have wished that
dating could be as simple and innocent as
my childhood years. But as I grew into
adulthood, I realized that along with
leaving the security blanket o f my
childhood, came the responsibility of
embracing complex relationships in a
very com plex world. Nearly four years
ago, I came to Olivet full o f expectations.

__________________r _________
in o «/liPtliAr
cinfflpTiftss
was better
tl
singleness
was better than
reinforceskainn
the opinion
that being
in a whether
relationship is the only true way to dating or vice versa. Rather, the real
r— — m —
achieving happiness and success usually issue was one of trust: Do I. trust God
ses V ^ TOsr
leaves a single person feeling inadequate enough to believe that He is in control of
the relationships or lack o f in my life?
and incomplete.
' That is a hard question to deal
During the past four years o f
with.
However, over the past twelve
being single, I have struggled with these
months,
I have realized that God is in
feelings numerous times. Developing an
interest in someone only to have it charge of my life, including the dating
squashed within a few days, going to aspect. I ’ve realized that when I really
D oug H arbrueger
three straight Christmas banquets date trust God, that is when I am content and
While many o f these desires have been less and seeing couples make out almost have true peace. When 1 begin to
fulfilled or soon will be (Graduation is everyday o f my college life has more question where He is taking me and I try
May 8.), there is one expectation that is than once brought feelings of worthless to regain control of my .life, that is when
the feelings o f inadequacy and incom
not even close to being fulfilled. I am ness to the surface in my life.
pleteness begin to creep in.
To
cope
with
these
feelings,
at
nowhere near the point o f marriage, a
In the book o f Philippians, Paul
first
I
would
wallow
in
self
pity
and
place I thought I would be at four years
speaks
o
f being content in Christ. How
wonder
what
was
wrong
with
me.
Next,
ago. In fact, with the exception o f a
did
Paul
do this? His answer simply is,
handful o f dates, I have never even been I would joyfully proclaim how great it
“For
I
can
do all things through Christ
in a relationship at Olivet. I am one of the was to be single. I would say things like,
who
gives
me
strength.” Regardless o f
“I ’m free to do whatever I want. I don’t
few, the proud, the single ones.
At Olivet, a.k.a. marriage want someone to tie me down.” my relationship status, I can be content
capital of the world, being single is no However, inwardly, I kept wondering because I know that Christ is with me
easy task. Daily, single people are why. Why was it that I had not met and will enable me to succeed in the long
confronted with reminders that the status someone? Yet, no matter how resolved run. Sure, these feelings o f inadequacy
quo is to be with someone. Even when I would become to be proud o f my and incompleteness will come into my
you try to escape by going home, one of singleness, I would inevitably return to life at times. But the real mark of
the first questions asked, to a single is, the fact that I was alone and in my eyes maturity is when I take them to my
Father and trust in Him to lead me into
“ So...do you have a special someone incomplete.
Slowly but surely though, I His true form of completeness for my
yet?” This kind o f questioning as well as

m 1

The
Other
1 * Side

living in a community that -silently

realized that the real issue wasn’t life.

Should college athletic p rogram s have high priority?
--

College Press Exchange
In colleges around the country,
sports hold such a primary role in school
that athletes are no longer student-ath
letes. Instead, they are recruited players
in a well-funded, over-exposed minor
league system disguised as higher edu
cation.
In essence, this means that in
stitutions, whose missions are supposed
to focus on education, accept and label
as a student-athlete folks who have no
interest in anything academic, just to pro
mote the athletic program.
The infiltration o f sports over
academics seeps all the way down to the
lowest rung o f collegiate athletics. Take
a small school like Trinity for example.
Athletes here have little chance of being
good enough or getting enough exposure
to play professionally, but sports here still
get emphasized to the point o f admitting
less-than qualified students and then al
lowing them to slide academically.
What, then, is the point o f hav-

KTN*

ing varsity athletics? Proponents o f Di
vision HI athletics tend to emphasize the
bonding that sports Bring to the college
community. A given team’s success also
influences the amount o f alumni dona
tions and in so doing, helps pay for less
profitable, academic endeavors, they say.
Though each o f these arguments
has a minuscule amount o f validity, nei
ther ju stifies the copious amounts o f
money funneled into varsity athletic pro
grams. I f funding for varsity sports were
cut to the level that is spent on club sports,
the bonding aspect would not be dimin
ished, but simply defocused. Athletic
teams are supposed to be extensions of
our community, and should be made up
of students who enter college based on
academic merit, not on their ability to
kick a soccer ball.
B y eliminating such things as
athletic recruitment, the college admin
istrators could turn their attention to re
cruiting the best and brightest students;
students who would contribute to the in
tellectual environment that the halls of

1• 1

_
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higher education supposedly hold para
mount.
Studies have shown that dona
tion rates rise in correspondence with the
success o f sports teams, especially foot
ball. However, one would hope alumni
are not so caught up in the worth o f the
football team that they give solely based
on its success or failure.
Joe Patemo, long-time coach of
the Penn State football team, recently
gave more than one million dollars to the
school, not to the Penn State athletic pro
gram, but to the university’s library. If
someone whose life has been and still is
devoted to the sport o f football recognizes
the importance o f education, shouldn’t
people whose careers have nothing to do
with sports give up reliving their glory
days through people young enough to be
their children or grandchildren?
Critics o f policies de-emphasiz
ing athletics will point to the fact that such
moves would inevitably alienate students
and decrease enrollment.
Though this may be the case if

Ankr
only nriA
one

1*0VP. Sllf
school \X73C
was to
to Ann
approve
such
measures, a more allied effort to elimi
nate varsity athletics would set those
schools apart from their counterparts.
No longer could one describe a
Williams or a Trinity as a jo ck school
where athletes happen to take classes.
Instead we would be viewed as academic
institutions that provide an athletic out
let for those students who are interested
in academics.
We are not saying that sports are
useless or even unimportant. Rather, that
sports at American colleges are generally
given preeminence that is drastically out
o f proportion with their importance.
After all, sports are supposed to
be an extracurricular activity, not the pri
mary focus o f one’s daily life. The foot
ball team gets new uniforms with regu
larity, and yet a university’s arfcenter can
be a joke and its English classes can be
left to almost beg, borrow and steal to
make sure all o f its students get copies

o f important handouts.
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By Becky Lindman
Features writer

From the White House
to the Capitol, the Pentagon to
the Senate, the Supreme Court
Building to the House- o f
Representatives, even to the trial
o f the Impeachment o f the
President-Olivet students
really get around.
On Jan. 24, 16 Olivet
students and two professors
boarded a bus for a long 15 hour
ride to Washington D.C. The
trip to D.C. is actually a class
offered at ONU called Federal
Seminar, and it is a part o f the
N ation al
A sso cia tio n v o f
Evangelicals. I ’ll briefly share
with you a little from my journal
of events. .
SUNDAY, JA N U A RY
2 4 : W e loaded the bus at 9 p.m.
It’s cramped and it’s loud. Who
are these people? I can’t believe
there’s no heat on this b u s-it’s
January!
M O N D A Y , JA N U 
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A R Y 25: Fi
for a stimu
nally, we ar
lating round
rived around
table discus
1 p.m. W e’re
sion.
Had
staying at the
another
Capital Holi
break in be
day Inn. A
tween
little time for
even ts, so
a nap and then
Michele Hill
it’s o ff to the
and I ven
C a n n o n
tured across
B u ild in g ,
the city. We
which houses
walked from
the House of
the Capitol
Representatives. Sixteen Olivetians earned class credit for attend
to the White
We
actu ally ing Federal Seminar. (Submittedphoto)
House and then
went to the
,
took a tour of
Floor. Congressman W olfe of A R Y 26: Up at 7:40 a.m. to the the F B I Building. We went to
Virginia (R) spoke to us for a Senate Building (walking
the Jefferson Memorial and
while about Sudan. Then the everywhere we go) Majority looked for the Lincoln Memo
new Speaker of the House spoke leader Trentt Lott’s staff spoke rial. This city is so intimidating.
to us. He is such a great person. with us. I had some free time in Later, dinner and a speaker,
He represents Christ in a Christ- between, so Emily Bullard and I again. Too tired to go out.
less society. After that-dinner visited our Senators from Instead we hung out in the
and a speaker. Later on, a few of Michigan and got tickets to the hallway laughing until 2 a.m.
us
went out . w alking Impeachment Trial. We actu
T H U R SD A Y , JA N U 
around the city. Back in at 1 ally went and sat in the gallery A R Y 28: Today is a busy day.
while the Senate was deciding
a.m.
Up at 7 a.m. for breakfast and
the
fate o f our President. We
T U E S D A Y , JA N U quickly o ff to the White House
were a part o f history. Our next
for a tour. I went inside the
journey was to hop on the Metro
President’s home! I was
and head toward the Pentagon.
disappointed, though.
They
After a long tour, we were
■
only showed us 4 rooms. Next
briefed in the Briefing Room by
was to the Supreme Court
Ken Bacon, Assistant Secretary
building.
We were briefed
of Defense for Public Affairs (I
inside the actual chamber and
want his job). Later on, dinner
then spoken to by Associate
and a speaker. A bunch o f us
Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Olivitians went to visit the D.C.
Scalia. He was very blunt and
night life. Found a great place
honest with us.
Probably
called Felix’s. Lights out at 3
someone you don’t want to mess
a.m.
jiy-xjfXfvf
with. Next we went to the White
W E D N E SD A Y,
House Briefing in the Old
JA N U A R Y 27 : Up at 7:30 a.m.
Executive Office Building. The
for breakfast and to hear a
day concluded with a formal
speaker on the American Studies
Â
m «8 «3® R .
dinner at Pier 7 Restaurant (and
Program. Back to the House of
a speaker).
Representatives after breakfast
F R ID A Y , JA N U A R Y

2 9 : We packed up our things
and loaded up the bus. But
before we left, we went to the
Holocaust Museum. I don’t
think I ’ve ever felt so close to
that horrible ^Holocaust. Not
what I want to think about as I
hop on. the bus for a 15-hour
tide.
Ten hours later I ’m
thinking that I ’m going to miss
hanging out with these people.
SA T U R D A Y , JA N U 
A R Y 3 0 : Back to Olivet at 4
a.m. I really wish we didn’t
have to leave.
Federal Seminar truly
was a once in a lifetime
experience. In one week I met
60 new people, learned more
about the political system, met
Monica and Linda’s boss, and I
found my calling. I ’ll never
forget Federal Seminar 1999.
Thanks, Dr. Van Heemst and
Dr. Dean, for taking us.

Emily Bullard and
Michelle Hill stop in
front of Capitol. (Submit

ted photo)
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Ebert tells you how to write right
By Jen Schultz
Ebert identi
fied the main
On Feb. 5, Ebert offered hope problems of
underto 300 college journalists at the Illinois an
College Press Association’s annual, g r a d u a t e
conference held in Chicago. He gave writer as the
hints on landing that dream jo b as a following:
They
writer or journalist. W e were there to •
have
no
soak in Ebert’s wisdom.
The knowledge Ebert shared venue, or no
with us applied to much more than em ploym ent
journalism. The GlimmerGlass editorial with a great
staff brought back some valuable publication.
They
information, not only on finding a good •
job , but also on improving writing for are too young
to be taken
classes.
seriously.
They
How can I land a job as a writer or •
have
no
one
journalist?
vouching
for
Ebert said that most people got
them,
telling
their jobs by “random chance, accident
prospective employers that they are good
or luck.”
Jobs often fall into journalists’ writers.
There is a place for writers of
laps by means of someone remembering
any
age,
educational level or background
them from previous experience or
to
get
their
name in print— the Internet.
through having common contacts with
Ebert calls the World Wide Web the
them.
There is no set way to get a great largest “revolution in communication in
job . All a writer can do is to “prepare, the past five years.”
Writers can start their own web
network and keep their options open.”
Writers can prepare by doing pages and post their work. Ebert said that
what they love, which is hopefully to “self-publish on the web gives as much
writing. Networking is done through as, if not more o f a chance at success than
making friends and meeting new people. jo b fairs, networking...” etc.
He said that the good thing about
Keeping one’s options open means
the
Internet
is that no one can see you,, so
taking chances but avoiding being stuck
your
agfe
doesn’t
matter. Since no one
in a rut with their work.
Features editor

Roger
Ebert
gives
advice
to
college
journal
ists at
the
ICPA
confer
ence.

(Photo
courtesy
o f the
Sun
T im e s

web site)

knows who you are and you can
communicate without meeting anyone in
person, you can get your name and work
into print and establish contacts with
others who just may be able to help you
get into the field.

How do I become a good writer?
Ebert had only two pieces of
advice for writers who want to improve
their work.
•
He said, “Just cave in and do it...
The piece is never finished before it is
started.”
Instead of staring at a computer

screen or typewriter, wondering where
the inspiration for the story is going to
come from, start writing and let
inspiration come then. Ebert said, “The
muse [of, inspiration] visits during
composition, not before it... The muse is
a collaborator, not a generator.”
Inspiration will not transport the
story from your mind to paper;
inspiration will make the story better.
Don’t start a story at midnight, expecting
to be inspired and to come up with a
masterpiece. Write in the morning, when
you are the freshest. Then, you do your
best work and allow inspiration to come
to you. After all, the muse inspires
artists.
It doesn’t jum p start
procrastinators.
•
Writers should not revise a piece
until it is completed. Ebert said, “Until
the piece is finished, you don’t know
what is wrong with it. Perfectionism is
the enemy of reverie.”
Reverie is the state during
which inspired writing gets done. If a
writer spends too much time worrying
about grammar and spelling while
writing a story, they miss the point of
writing— putting ideas on paper. They
lose inspiration. That’s why writers
should finish the work', then spell-check
and edit it.
Whether planning for a career in
journalism or trying to survive term
paper season, consider Ebert’s , sage
advice. Since you have the power to
write well, just “cave in and do it.”

Professor encourages college students to nap
College Press Service . .
ITHACA, N .Y.— More than 80 percent
o f college students report that they
“power nap,” according to a Cornell
University survey.
A survey of 802 Cornell
University undergraduates found that 81
students say they take at least one nap a
week to help restore their mental and
physical powers.
To sleep researcher and longtime nap advocate James B . Mass, a
professor of psychology in Cornell’ s
College o f Arts and Sciences, that’ s good
news. He says too many students still fail
to acknowledge their need for sleep.
In fact, he’s such an advocate o f
getting enough shut-eye that he spends an
entire three and a half weeks of class time

in his introductory psychology class
lecturing about the importance of sleep.
“We need three things to stay
alive and healthy: nutrition, exercise
and— no matter what shape we re inadequate sleep. We must educate people
about their own sleep needs, which
usually are underestimated,’ the psychologist said.
Last fall Maas surveyed his
Psychology 101 class, which with 1,300
students each
semester, offers a
reasonably representative cross section of
the university’s 1 3 ,3 0 0 -member undergraduate student body, he said,
Overall, 81 percent o f students
said they take at least one nap a week; 17
percent reported napping at least four
days a \&eek, and 17 percent said they
never napped.

Maas, who claims to have coined
the term “power- nap” for the 20-minute
snooze that
leaves nappers more
productive, said college students, on
average, get less than seven hours of
sleep a day.
Maas said about a third of
Americans somehow survive on fewer
than six hours of sleep. That’s far less
than the American norm o f 10 hours a day
in the 1800s, before Edison invented the
electric light bulb and people stopped
going to bed when it turned dark.
“It may be that 10 hours of sleep
a day is normal for human beings;
certainly most of us function better with
at least eight hours,” Maas said.
Cara Murphy, a University of
Miami junior, said she pays a price if she
doesn’t get her eight hours of sleep every

night. “If I don’t sleep I get headaches
and I get grouchy,” said Murphy, who
also likes to take a half-hour nap during
the day.
For college-age students who
are tempted to drink and drive with
inadequate sleep, the Cornell psycholo
gist cited a recent finding: A driver who
consumes one beer on five to six hours of
sleep is just as impaired as an eight-hour
sleeper who drinks a six-pack.
“When drowsy drivers say, ‘I
don’t understand—I only had one drink,’
they may be telling the truth,” Maas said.
“But they’re failing to recognise the
effect that insufficient sleep has on our
minds and bodies.”

(See NAP/ page 9)
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Enjoy time alone with God
Editor finds an anonymous letter on her desk
My Beloved Child,
Singleness is a blessing
and not a curse. As your Father
I am longing to show you My
heart and watch while you grow
in me. I planned this time just
for us to be together. I have
called you away from the past.
You see, I want to
develop our relationship. I want
so badly to show you my love
and let you get-caught up in my
presence. I wish you could
wake up rejoicing in each new
day that I give just wondering
what I have planned for us in
that one day. You and I have the
whole world as our playground.
But the one thing I wish most of
all is that you would cherish
these moments alone with me as
much as I cherish them with
you.
You see, I know one
day I will have to release part of
you to another man. Yes, this
man will be the one I chose and
set apart for you, because I want
to bless you. It will also be to
give you a small example of
love, commitment and the
relationship that I want to have
with you, My child.
Yes,
marriage is wonderful and it is a
gift from Me, but so is
singleness.
Singleness is a time of
separation, but also a time o f
learning to be strengthened and
fulfilled only in Me. I have
longed for these days when we
would be alone together, and I
could teach you the meaning o f
true love and intimacy. First I
want you to be fulfilled in me
alone and see. me as the one to
meet your every need.- I love
you too much to give you a
blessing to o ‘ early because I
know it would then become a
curse. Y es, your husband is out
there, and it won’t be long
before I bring the promises to
pass but I want us to delight in
every minute that I made for us
alone.
You see, I know the
day is coming when I will have
to face the hurt of every father.
The day when he walks the
woman that he still recalls as his

helpless little girl down the long
church aisle, to give away the
hand that grew so quickly from
a child to a woman now by his
side.
As father and daughter begin
hand in hand down that aisle,
they will always treasure those
last special moments before the
father gives away his little girl’s
hand to become the wife of
another man. That is the road
we are on. Oh, I cling to every
last moment I have you com
pletely by my side, i am that
father and I see the altar
approaching ever so quickly. I
just wish these moments were as
special to you. My heart is
grieved for it seems you are
running towards the altar, con
tent to let me creep slowly on
behind. Won’t you rejoice in
these moments with me? My
child, I am you father and I love
you with a love beyond what
you can believe! I would love to
have you here in my lap forever,
but I know that would not be the
best for you.
You see, I twas even
my love that birthed this desire

of marriage in you. I loved you
so much that I wanted to give
you an example of my love in the
flesh.
Someone who would
physically be there to hug you,
because you longed to feel my
loving arms, but I was not there
in the flesh. I was the one who
wiped away the tears when you
wanted so badly to audibly hear
my voice whisper, “I love you.”
I felt the pain when you needed
a loving smile to melt all those
fears away. I am the answer to
every on eof those needs, but my
love is strong enough to send
you someone in the flesh to love
you through.
So do not be sad or
discouraged when you see
others getting married. Do not
think I am making you wait
because you are a hopeless case.
Maybe I just want you all to
myself a little longer. Please
don’t run away from these days
in search o f greener grass; I
planned this time just for us. I
love YOU!
Love,
Your Daddy (God)
P.S. Please wait.

M ike ad m its it
He’s a closet ‘Star Wars’ fan
By Michael Johnson
Features writer
I never real
ized that I had a problem. At
times, these vices
of mine are like
second nature. It
was one simple
word (echo) and
one simple number
(three) that forced
me to realize how
out o f hand I was. I
was shopping at a
store which will go
unnamed (clue: the store’s
logo is a big bull’s eye, or a
“ target”) when I had my
moment.
I “mysteriously” wan
dered into the toy isle. I must
have been looking for a gift for
my nephew. As I came across
the board games I spotted a
“Star Wars” Limited Edition
version o f Trivial Pursuit.
While thoroughly examining
the box I came across a sample
question on the back which
read: “What is Luke’s callsign on the ice planet of
Hoth?” Without much delay I
sputtered out “Echo 3 .” My
pride in knowing the answer
didn’t last much longer than it
took for the sound of my voice
to reach my ears.
Everything was put
into perspective: I organized
the “Star Wars” trilogy in their
intended order (“A New
Hope,” “Empire Strikes Back”
and “Return of the Jedi”),
empathizing with Luke when
he finds out Darth Vader is his
father- even the argument I
had over whether Chewbacca
is considered a domestic pet
told my “Star Wars” knowl
edge was getting out of hand. I
instantly gained three major
insights into my life.
First, no matter how

hard I work in life, I am
destined to live in my
mother’s basement until I ’m
at the ripe old age o f forty. I
will spend my days using my
journalism degree
completing the
“Wookie to En
glish Made Easy”
translation book
and theorizing
about major gov
ernment conspira
cies to cover up
past alien abduc
tions. My best
pick-up lines will be “My
curfew isn’t until midnight”
and ‘Technically I have my
own place.”
The second major
insight was that possibly the
reason why women ignore me
is more than “they just don’t
understand me.” I don’t think
many women view an indepth knowledge o f “Star
Wars,” , “Star Trek,” “X Files” and the like as
intelligent, impressive or
even healthy.
Finally, I instantly
knew I was a part o f an elite
class in society. This class
takes pride in their knowl
edge; They take pride in their
dating status. Most of all,
they take pride in their very
own basement, which is made
up to look like the Starship
Enterprise. I openly wept.
I ’ve since found help
and have come to terms with
my love for various sci-fi
movies, in-depth knowledge
o f worthless information and
my Captain Kirk doll featur
ing his “Zebula” outfit
featured in episode no. 276. I
haven’t returned to the store
where this life-changing event
occurred- mainly because of
the restraining order- but I
will never forget it.

Like to w rite features?
E-mail Jen:
jschultz@olivet.edu
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There is one in our
m idst who does not get
enough credit. That per
son is our own photogra
pher, Natalie Chovancek.
N a ta lie c a rrie s a
double responsibility as
p h o to g ra p h e r fo r the
GlimmerGlass and for the

A urora.
A speech com m u
n icatio n m ajo r c o n c e n 
tratin g in film stu d ies,
N a ta lie p lan s to spend
next sem ester in the Los
Angeles film studies pro
g ra m , learn in g how to
make movies.
On top o f all this,
N atalie is a m em ber o f
L a m b d a P i E ta , the
S p eech C o m m u n ication
Honor Society. A prereq
uisite for Lam bda Pi E ta
is to keep a 3 .0 GPA.
(All photos on this
page
by
N a ta lie
- C hovancek)
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Nap
(from page 6)
Cornell sophomore Su
san Goodman wrote in an email. “Y es, I was tired and yes,
I wasn’t feeling top notch, but I
was doing well. Then I crashed.”
Maas said while it’s
possible to live with a sleep
deficit for a while, the body
can’t sustain that way o f living
for long. “Sooner than we
expect, our bodies have a way of
collecting that sleep debt, and
the results can be disastrous,” he
said.

Getting good sleep is not just a dream
• Go to bed at the same time every night, including weekends. • Be sure your, bedroom is quiet, dark and cool.
• Periodically check the level of comfort and support of your
• Get enough sleep every night to be fully alert all day.
• Get up at the same time every morning, without an alarm,
mattress and pillow.
• Create a relaxing atmosphere in the bedroom, free from stress
seven days a week.
and tension. Make your sleep area your sleep area.
• Remember, sleep debt is a like a bank account. Put back what
Avoid studying in bed.
you take out.
• If you are unable to get enough sleep at night, take a 15- to • Take a hot bath or do stretching before bedtime.
20-minute “power nap” when you feel drowsy in the • If your mind is focused on work and worries at bedtime, write
down your concerns on “worry cards.”
afternoon.
• Reduce caffeine intake from coffee, sodas and chocolate after • Develop a ritual of reading for pleasure before you turn off
the lights each night.
2 p.m. • Exercise and eat a proper diet

Spiritual Life

College Church becomes some of “Jerry’s Kids”

Porter led Olivet and College Church’s winter
revival services.

(Photo courtesy of the Church of the Nazarene)
By Gina Gottardo
Spiritual Life editor
“W e must never take
away hope; we don’t know how
God is going to work”; those
words mean a lot coming from
Jerry Porter. Porter led Olivet’s
Winter Revival in conjunction
with College Church of the
Nazerene’s revival.
Porter
knows what having hope means
and how it feels to lose someone
close to him. His only daughter
Amy, passed away two years
ago due to cancer. Porter is still
struggling with the aftermath of
her death. Amy started having
pain in her left wrist during her
early high school years and
seeing after numerous doctors
found out that she had cancer.
When she was 17, she had to
have her left arm amputated in
order to stop the cancer from
spreading. It looked like God
had taken away the cancer for
good until her.ffeshman year of
college when the tumors re
turned in her chest. After a long

and drawn-out battle, she died
praising the Lord 20 days before
her wedding.
Porter and his wife,
Toni, talked a lot about the loss
o f their daughter during the
revival. “I talk about our own
grief to help others,” Porter said
“I don’t want people to have the
impression that even though He
didn’t give Amy a longer life that
He won’t do it for them. There is
something about the faith
muscle of someone who keeps
asking for God’s help.” In order
to help those in the Church who
suffered from physically and
emotional pain, Porter held a
healing service during the
Tuesday night service. Porter
believes that one o f the worst
things you can do is put God in
a box. He said that no matter
what the situation is that people
have to have hope. Many people
say let God’s will be done
instead of asking God to heal
them, and as Christians we have
to remember we have no idea

what God is going to do in our
lives. “Instead o f building up
one’s faith we prepare them to
die. One great challenge is to
give people hope, because we
have no idea how God is going
to work in their life,” Porter
said. God can heal them in a
second or not at all, but there is
no harm in asking to be healed if
a person has faith in Him.
Another word of wisdom he
gave to those helping people
dealing with grief was “Nothing
you can say can be helpful.
People try to explain why she
died, or that it was God’s time,
and it just make us hurt more. If
people want to help us they
have to be willing to cry with
us.”
Student response to
Porter’s sermons was over
whelming.
Several students
felt God telling them to change
certain parts o f their lives,
including their attitudes toward
non-Christians. “God really
has touched me since revival.
I ’ve always heen a Christian,
but I really never was a strong
Christian or really spoke out
about God’s will for my life. It
was like I was a closet
Christian. I was embarrassed
to speak out about God and his
love because I thought I would
be judged and ridiculed by some
of my friends for it. God really
used this revival to touch my
heart and soul and remind of
how full my life can be if I live
it for him instead of doing what
I want to do and living selfishly
for myself. He has given me a
new strength and a new love for
live. I now truly believe that
God is responsible for all the
good things in my life. God can
work through you and for you
if you let him. This is the best
revival ever. Porter was really
motivational and totally inspired
me to renew myself to God.
Again, all I can say is that God
is awesome and he loves all of
us. Revival has really shown
that to me,” Kelly Hayden said.

Revival also helped students
understand more clearly the call
of God on their lives, and how
they can make a permanent
change in their life for God.
“God spoke to me about some
really tangible things I need to
work on ip my life. He spoke
very clearly and logically through
Dr. Porter. I thank him for that.”
Jared Hancock said.
Many of -the students
appreciated the Porter’s honesty
about dealing with grief and ho w
grace is only provided little by
litde, day by day. “It’s great to
know that God’s grace really IS
sufficient to meet my needs...I
really appreciated Dr. and Mrs.
Porter’s definition o f suffi
cient... it helped me to realize
that God is really there for me
even when it seems that I can
barely make it through,” Eliza
beth Powell said. The Porters
helped many students reclaim
their lives for Christ and fueled
their fire to live an evangelistic
life-style, no matter what
position God places them in.
j
Porter took time out o f J
a very busy schedule to J j
preach at Olivet’s revival jm
services. A one-time district
superintendent o f the
j
Nazerene he is now a general
superintendent o f the
Nazerene churches. Porter
spends much of his year eil her.
out of the country doing
missions work or working
with Nazerene churches in the-®
United States. With Porter’s *
busy schedule he and his wife
are lucky to spend one week at
home in Baltimore, MD per
month. During the month of
January he travels India and
South Asia, in March he travels
the former Soviet Union, April
through July he speaks at 14
Nazerene district assemblies,
November he travels to South
Europe and the Middle East.
When he has extra time Porter
attends district meeting, Faith
promise conventions and church
revivals. Him and his wife have

even visited a cancer ward in
Bolivia where their daughter
helped out at when she was
able. The hospital dedicated a
playground in Amy’s memory
and a plaque with her picture
graces the hospital entrance.
Porter also tries to set aside at
least one day a week to rest both
physically and spiritually. “My
greatest challenge is to keep the
personal discipleship and quiet
time,” Porter said.
Even though the Re
vival is through, the aftermath is
still firmly in place. The Porters
may have flown on to their next
destination, but they left
behind hearts that the
Holy Spirit has
changed for- .
ever.
-
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F irst Church understands the faith of a child
By Jessica Sherwood
Spiritual Life writer
The playground: kids
screaming and running all over
the place, pulling each other’s
hair and tattling. Fighting over
whose turn it is to go down the
slide and pushing their friends in
line.
Most churches have
headaches merely corralling
their young saints, but Kankakee
First Church of the Nazarene has
something special happening.
“I noticed during the
month of January that every
Sunday has been getting better
and better.
The children’s'
behavior and their purpose for
being here has just been
really, really high,” said
P asto r
C indi
Schimmelpfennig,
t
h
e
'
children’s
- , - V . p a s t o r
T 'iL
a t

First Church. The high point
was hit Feb. 7 as the children of
First Church gathered in the
Fellowship Hall and refused to
stop praying and worshiping.
“Pastor Cindi even
cancelled Sunday school,” one
awed second grader said. “She’s
never done that before.”
Zachary Mitchell, a
third grader, explained that
during the first service when the
first through third graders
worshiped by singing and
listening to a sermon, praises
just kept coming and coming.
One child had two, then another
had three, next five more had
four apiece. All o f the children
were telling about the things
God had done for them.
Jacob Cooke a second
grader at First Church told a
story about his dress shoes. “I
have these shoes that I really
hate. I always feel like throwing
them away.” Cooke asked his
dad if he had to wear these shoes
Sunday morning, and Mr.

Cooke confirmed Jacob’s worst
suspicions: the shoes were to be
worn with no arguments. But
young Cooke had other plans in
mind, he considered the garbage
can a more appropriate place for
the offensive dress shoes. “I
threw them into the back o f my
closet and was going to throw
them away later on,” Cooke
said. “But then I felt like
someone was telling me to wear
them.” Cooke wore the dress
shoes and had great time telling
the other children o f his
triumph.
Praises like this kept
coming.
Pastor Cindi never
even got to her sermon, instead
she canceled Sunday school and
brought in the fourth thorough
sixth graders. The mood was
contagious, and soon all of the
children were, praising the Lord
and singing with all their hearts.
But can six and seven
year olds truly praise the Lord or
are they just wrapped up in
singing and hand motions?

After all, it’s a lot more fun to
sing and hop around than it is to
listen to a sermon. But even the
kids noticed a difference.
Melissa Kirby, a sixth grader,
said, “I just thought my brother
fa second grader] never paid
attention, [but] when I heard
what happened it was so
amazing.”
The children continued
to worshiping into the second
hour of church and slowly the
spirit of revival drifted up
through the floor boards into the
adult’s service where the adults
proceeded to have a time of
testimonies and praises that ran
Over the time ¿lotted for the
service.
“The kids erupted into
applause when they heard the
adults were still worshiping,”
said Pastor Cindi.
These
children truly are excited about
the Lord.
The week before, the
children learned about breaking
chains. Pastor Cindi had chal

lenged each child to think of a
“chain” that was binding some
one and asking God to break that
chain. “[The children] are truly
aware of the power o f prayer and
believe that prayer makes a
difference,” Pastor Cindi said. It
was evident that Sunday when
praises started rolling in about
“broken?^chains. One child’s
mother moved back into their
home after a long time of
separation. Another child had
been struggling with her studies,
but decided to pray about
breaking that chain and ended up
improving her grades. Another
girl thought of her aunt and
uncle and decided to ask Jesus to
save them,
“That afternoon we
were making cookies and
Grandpa called. He told us that
Aunt Angie had been saved,”
said fifth grader Sarah Ulrich.
Her aunt had actually been
walking up to the altar while her
niece was praying. Who says
God can’t use children?

Caedmon’s Call calls upon their Lord and Savior
By M ikeJohnson
Spiritual Life writer

10 s Call self-titled CD

On F eb . 5 , at F irst
C hurch o f the N azarene,
Caedmon's Call performed
th eir third show in the
Kankakee area in three years.
Why? "We like it here," vocalist/guitarist C liff Young
said with enthusiasm," We re
ally like it here."
They proved to be the
performers we know and love
through their melodic harmo
nies, honest lyrics and friendly
stage presence. Caedmon's Call
uses their music and their actions
as a ministry. Through their
songs, they show how God has
blessed and continues to bless
their lives and, in turn, bless our
lives. Through their various
charity foundations, they show
integrity and a great Christian
spirit.

Caedmon's Call gener
ated a perfect mixture of old fa
vorites and striking, new songs.
Each song has a heartening mes
sage. Melodies such as the one
in "This World" brings an hon
est message of where we are and
where we ought to be with lines
such as, "This world has noth
ing for me, and this world has
everything." In the song "Lead
o f Love," vocalist C liff Young
belted out lines such as, "Look
ing back it is clear to me that a
man is more than the sum of his
deeds." Caedmon's Call gave a
sneak preview at many new
songs from their new album.
Songs such as "Table for Two"
and "Climb On" were featured
at the show and will be released
April 13 on the album entitled
“40 Acres.” Caedmon's Call took
a time out to explain Compas
sion International, an organiza
tion they support. Compassion
International's mission is to as

sist children by "releasing" them
from spiritual, economic, social,
and physical poverty while min
istering to them. Vocalist/guitarist C liff Young urged the au
dience to minister more than a
few days a week. He challenged
them to minister on a daily ba
sis.

Caedmon's Call uses their mu
sic and actions to minister to
their fans. Their music is an
honest look at Christianity and
the world. Caedmon's Call's ac
tion and activf&n in Compassion
International shows us ways in
which we can be servants to
God.

TESTIFY/
Do you have a story of how God has
been working in your life?
Do you want to share your story to
uplift and give others encouragement?
If you answered YES, then please contact
Gina Gottardo © ext 5315 or ggottard
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Lady Tigers net comeback
By Kristy Ingram
Sports writer

Ouch! That could pretty
much sum up the feelings that
the Olivet Nazarene University
Lady Tigers felt, starting o ff
their season with a 0-10 record.
However, the story doesn’t end
there. Picking themselves up
and keeping focused on playing
one game at a time, the Tigers
have made their comeback.
Currently standing at third
place in the conference with a 42 record, ONU’s lady basketball
team is on the road to a strong
finish.
“W e’ve obviously
improved greatly since the
beginning of the season,” coach
Doug Porter said. “Defensively
we are much stronger, and our
perimeter shooting and inside
game have both been bright
spots.”
Defense has been a key issue
in the comeback o f the Lady

Tigers. Giving up an average of
about only 56 points in
conference games, the defense
has really helped to pull this
team out from under. “Our
biggest area o f concern at this
point is taking care o f the ball,”
Porter said. “We need to reduce
our turnovers and continue to
improve our offensive rebound
ing.”
There are no star players that
make up the ONU Lady Tigers;
all the players are equally
important and contribute to the
team. “As a team, we all get
along really good. We all seem
to be focused on the same goals,
improving each day and work
ing to be the best we can,” said
sophomore player Angie Lorenz.
Team unity and togeth
erness is an important factor in
any team sport, and can be seen
in this basketball team. “Each
player has a particular role, and
just because a role doesn’t get
noticed doesn’t mean it’s not

valuable to our team,” Porter
said.
With an overall record of 817 in the CCAC, the ONU Lady
Tigers would like to end their
season on a much better note
than they began. “We would
really like to see this team get out
of the conference tournament
and make it to nationals,”
Lorenz said.
Regardless of how the
season ends, the team has proven
that it can pull together and
never give up even in the face of
tough opposition. “The season
Will end with us being a lot better
than we were three months ago,”
Porter said.
“From the
standpoint o f improvement,
having great attitudes, caring
about each other and honoring
God in the way they have
conducted themselves on the
court, our players have had a ONU player, Megan Skinner (40), takes one of many
hugely successful season.” ,
free throws that she has taken this season. The
Go get ‘em Tigers!
Tiger post player has helped to lead theTiger of

fense. The Tigers lost their m ost recent home gam e
to Cardinal Stritch University, 51 -5 4 . (GlimmerGlass

photo by Natalie Chovancek)

Good ole game

Tigers aim for top
By Eric Olson
Sports writer
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As the season of spring dawns on us, the cam pus com es
alive with the sounds of the crack of the bat and slap of a
mitt. Two players that are taking part in the softball clinic
in preparation for the season are players Kristie Tussey
a n d K y lie R e d m o n d . (Glim merGlass photo by Natalie
Chovancek)
________

As the season winds
down, each game becomes more
and more important for the ’98’99 ONU Tiger basketball team.
It is at this time each year that
Olivet is battling Chicagoland
Collegiate Athletic Conference
(CCAC) foes for that coveted
first place spot. Right now the
Tigers have three conference
losses, yet are just one game out
of first. This is due to the
enormous balance in the confer
ence, the most it has had in
recent years. ONU had been
either in first or tied for first all
year, until they fell to St. Xavier
on the sixth. Following that
loss, Olivet (18-8, 5-3) dropped
out o f the NAIA Top 25 for the
first time all season.
However, they bounced
back with a 10-point victory
over Dominican University.
Hot shooting was responsible

for Olivet’s win. They also out
rebounded Dominican 29-18.
Four Tigers reached double
figures, led by Jack Michaels
who scored 23 points and pulled
down seven boards. Just behind
Michaels was Drew Neal, who
scored 22 and grabbed a team
high eight rebounds.
Lee
Coomler continued his hot
shooting with 20, while Zach
Freeman added 11 points and six
rebounds.
These four were
responsible for 76 o f ONU’s 85
points.
Prior to that game,
Olivet lost to St. Xavier, a team
that they defeated by 10 to begin
the conference season.
The
Cougars have only one other
conference loss to put them in a
first place tie with IU-South
Bend and St. Francis.
Taking on Olivet for a
second time this year, the
Cougars came into McHie Arena

(See Aim/page 13)
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(from page 12)
and took control from the
start. It was obvious that
their mission was to avenge
the loss the Tigers handed
them earlier in the season.
ONU did have their chances
though and even controlled
the lead a couple of times.
However, once they estab
lished a lead, the Tigers were
unable to capitalize because
of turnovers and bad shots.
Down by as many as
15 in the second half, Olivet
trailed by only six, 76-70,
with 45 seconds left. They
were unable to pull out a win,
as St. Xavier kept their
composure and finished with
an 82-72 victory. Again the
Tigers had four players in
double figures, but this time
they weren’t as high.

Coomler led all scorers with
18. Following his strong
lead was Tyler Field, scoring
12 points. Michaels and
Freeman each dropped in 11
from the paint. It was a
crucial game for both teams
because of its implications
on conference standings.
The saga continues
for Coach Hodge and the
Tigers as they have five
conference games remain
ing, three of which are at
home. Anything can happen
in the CCAC, but Olivet’s
fate lies in its own hands.
They face St. Francis today.
This road game against a
team tied for first place,
could be the deciding factor
in their conference standing
this season.
Then on
Saturday, ONU hosts Illinois
Institute of Technology with
the hopes of avenging a loss
from earlier in the confer
ence season.

Zach Freeman (50) helps helps his team m ate, Zach Park (25) stru g g le fo ra loose
ball. TheTiger offense has been fueled by the effort each m em ber makes to make
big plays. TheTigers won their last gam e against Indiana University - South Bend,
87 - 53. (GlimmerGlass photo by Natalie Chovancek)

Golden shoots again
By Anna Babinski
Sports writer

Christina G olden has a second chance to play bas
ketball at ONU. She is making the m ost of her oppor
tunity and plans on m aking it a golden success.

(Photo

courtesy o f the Lady Tigers basketball

■Talk about going from
one world to another that’s what
the women’s basketball team’s
5 ’ 11" post player, C hristina
Golden, did.
Sh e
cam e
from
Maranatha Christian, a small
high school in Joliet, with a bas
ketball team that had no orga
nization to a team with discipline
and high levels of organization,
“In high school we had
no set plays, it was lik e
streetball; we did whatever we
wanted. Basically if we wanted
to shoot a half court shot we
could,” said Golden. “In col
lege you actually play a posi
tion instead o f ju s t running
around doing whatever.”
In high school, Chris
tina had a diversified role. Some
plays Christina would bring the
ball up the floor and others she
would play the wing and then
even end up in the paint. “Since
high school, I ’ve become more

mentally strong.” ,
Christina is first to ad
mit that the transition from high
school to college was a rough
one. “In high school we never
got coached. I was the captain
and sometimes our coach didn’t
even show up to practice so I
tried to organize stuff to do.”
Practice really was not a big fac
tor since they practically domi
nated every one o f their oppo
nents. “I went from playing with
little girls in pigtails to girls (in
college) with a good mental and
•physical approach to the game.”
After coming to Olivet
for her freshman year, the ’96’97 season, Christina has learned
various concepts of “team” bas
ketball. “I ’ve learned when to
shoot and why. Now there are
reasons why we do things in
stead of just doing whatever you
want...We had never ran any set
plays in high school or had any
structure.”
In co lleg e, C hristina
played under Coach Deifies for
a few months of the ‘96-’97 sea

son then decided not to play.
Two years later she is back on
the courts o f McHie Arena ready
to face the challenge again. Af
ter sitting but a year, it is now
her sophomore season with the
Tigers. “I was scared to come
back with a new coach and some
same teammates because I didn’t
know what they were going to
think. But I did know that I
cou ld n ’ t
liv e '
w ithout
basketball...I learned from my
mistakes.”
A tremendous amount
o f C hristin a’s su ccess cam e
when she was younger. She
would alw ays play pick-up
games of basketball with the boys
in her neighborhood. “I f it
hadn’t been for playing streetball
with guys, I would have never
been able to handle college bas
ketball,” she said.
In her effort to return
to the court, Christina leans on
her husband for support. Chris-

(See Again/page 14)
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Fu n ways to stay fit
ONU offers options for non-athletes
By Krissy Kramer
Sports writer

I looked at myself in the
mirror a couple o f weeks ago
and thought - “What happened
to me?” You see in high school
I was captain o f my pom squad,
and I was definitely in shape.
After eating Mariott and being
lazy, I undoubtedly had gained
some weight. I took some time
to speculate on what I could do
on this campus to keep myself
fit,
I talked to my Mend,
Leah Reynolds, who suggested
that I try the weight room. “I
just love our weight room.
There’s a lot o f machines, and
you can get a full body
workout,” Reynolds said.
Our weight room is
located right on campus in the
Birchard gymnasium, and best
o f all- it’s free. Some people go
to other places and have to pay
more than $100 for a member
ship.. But, for us as students at
Olivet, it’s free. More students

should take advantage o f this
opportunity.
In addition to the
weight room, their is also an
indoor and outdoor walking
track where students can walk,
jog or run. The school also has
a swimming facility where
students can get their excercise
during open swims. There are
open swims for men, women
and both sexes together. Not
only does this offer a great
cardiovascular workout, it is
staffed with lifeguards.
Another alternative for
students, who are looking for a
fun way to meet students and
workout at the same time, is to
join an intramural team. There
are many different ones to
choose from. To learn how to
get involved with intramurals,
students are encouraged to look
at the intramural board in
Ludwig Center across from the
cafeteria and to read the Tiger
Talk. I f you still have questions,
call Wendy Parsons who is in
charge o f intramurals.

AH Natural olifers a
lull selection of
I Oil

toe

products for those
wit h at Met1Clife
»

W e also «Her

products for
vegetarians and

Vegans».

•

Olivet student s will
receive a 10%;
discount* with.
Olivet ID card, not
applicable to sale
items. .
' '
AH Natural is located
on Route 102 in the
fewel Plaza.
’Not good«»
■ M H

*.Off« espire*

Also, there are aerobics
classes offered. The classes are
room 100 in McHie and cost $25
to sign up for a semester. They
offer both step and floor
aerobics. “Its a lot of fim,” said
sophomore Sheila Miller. “You
feel the bum, but the best part is
you’re with your friends, so you
don’t get bored.”
I know one o f my own
personal favorite activities is
roller blading. I didn’t ever
think about it because it is so
much fun, but when you roller
blade, you actually work many
different muscles and bum fat.
The best thing to do to
stay healthy is to exercise and eat
healthy.
When you are
exercising you feel more ener
gized and your overall mood and
attitude tends to be better.
Besides, it’s fun, especially if
you bring a Mend. Bringing a
friend increases your fun and
keeps you motivated.
So whatever your inter
est, ONU offers a way for
everyone to stay in shape.

All Natural
Vitamins,
Herbs, &
Health Foods
Open daily, .Monday thru
Saturday i;30 a,rn, x p 7 pan.
Sunday 1 p.n>. to 4 p,m.
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ONU girls are dressed to kill in their w orkout gear.
Olivet students have many opportunities to workout
at ONU, including running, aerobics and numerous
other activities. (Photo courtesy of the Aurora)

Again
(from page 13)
tina has been mamed to her
husband David for the past
year and half. After going
to high school, together they
now both attend O liv et.
When asked about the diffi
culties o f juggling basket
ball, schoolwork and being
mamed Christina said, “It’s
a huge adjustment, but it’s
something that I have to do:”
Christina has two
more years playing in the

purple and white uniforms
o f the Tigers and is antici
pating learning all the new
things that come her way.
She knows she has much
m ore to learn from her
coaches and also her team
mates. She wants to ju st
keep learning and having
fun. “Now that I have a few
years o f experience, I want
to help the new players that
come in the next few years.”
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Hiding
• Chicago sports offer new experience to ONU students
By Kelly Hayden
Sports editor

Looking
for a peaceful way
to fill the transition
period between win
ter and spring?
W ell, check out a
sporting event in
Chicago.
Many
students only think
of shopping, res
taurants or cultural
events when they
think o f the bus
tling metropolitan
of Chicago.
But
Chicago can offer
so much more.
Pucks fly
ing, bodies thud
ding as they crash in
to the boards and
lots of action is
what fans of the
B lackh aw ks are
treated to every
gam e.
The
B lackh aw ks are
Chicago’s very own
hockey team, who
provide their fans
with as much fastpaced action as any
action flick at a
movie theater. Lead
by Tony Amdnte
and Chris Chelios,

This is the floor of the United Center. (Courtesy of the
the Blackhawks are trying to
turn around a losing streak.
If less violent action is
more your idea of excitement,
check out the Chicago Bulls.
Both the Bulls and Blackhawks
call the United Center home.
With the retirement o f Michael
Jordan and. the naming o f a new

head coach, Tim Floyd, on
January 15, the Bulls are
entering a new era - the Post
Michael Jordan Era.
Tony
Kukoc is stepping in to fill some
of the gap left by Jordan’s
absence.
Nobody should miss
out on the chance to experience

boards or the buzzer sound as the
shot clock expires are just two of
the sounds you will never forget
if you check, out a hockey or
basketball game.
To experience the plea
sure of professional sports, it
will cost more than an action
film, but it won’t break the
bank. A ticket to catch the action
o f the Blackhawks ranges in
price from $22 to $38, and to
catch a glimpse 6 f the Bulls in
action ticket prices range in
price from $15 to $75. This is a
small price to pay for an
experience that will last, a
lifetime. You don’t even have to
be a major sports fan to enjoy a
professional sporting event. It is
more than the sport it self that is
memorably. It is the atmo
sphere.
The windy city is truly
a mecca of shopping places,
theaters, museums and restau
rants, but lost somewhere in the
mix are Chicago’s sports which
are truly the hidden gem o f
Chicago buns tveo snej
Chicago. Each game provides
the rush of actually being at a fans with a cultural experience,
professional sporting event. It is the rush of a shopping trip and
truly exhilarating. Being a part the satisfaction of a good meal
of a crowd of all ages, races, all at the same time. Next time
socioeconomic levels, genders you take a trip up to Chicago
and religions that come together don’t forget to add a Blackhawk
and unify behind this one team is or Bull’s game to your itinerary.
a truly unique experience. If you do, your life will be
Hearing the puck crash off the forever changed and will never
be the same.

Check out a game
Blackhawks home schedule for February:
Wednesday, Feb. 17 versus Vancouver 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 21 versus Boston
3:00 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 26 versus Los Angeles
8:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 28 versus St. Louis
8:00 p.m.

Bulls home schedule for February:
(Courtesy o f Chicago Bulls
website)

Tuesday, Feb. 23 Versus Milwaukee, tipoff time:
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 25 versus Philadelphia, tipoff time: 7:30 p.m.
Satuday, Feb. 27 versus Charlotte, tipoff time:
7 :30 p.m.

(Courtesy of Chicago Blackhawks
web site)
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Senior recitalists show talent, heart for Lord
By Kristy Ingram
Arts Writer

It’s showtime! After
four years o f practicing, study
ing, memorizing, and praying,
all that a music student has
learned comes down to one
night. W ell, at least that is the
case for seniors MelindaBartling
and Justin Nixon.
Senior recital is prob
ably the most important part o f
any music major’s experience at
Olivet. The performance is very
exciting for the student, and it
gives him or her the opportunity
to apply all that he or she has
learned during the past four
years.
Melinda Bartling, a
music education major, views
her senior recital as “the
culmination o f her music
career.”
Bartling has been
looking forward to her senior
recital since her freshman year,
and is anxiously awaiting her
performance on Tuesday, Feb.

16.
Bartling will be per
forming a number o f songs in
different styles and languages.
“It was important for
me to choose songs for my
recital that I would enjoy
singing and that people would
enjoy hearing whether or not
they have a musical background.
My favorite piece for the recital

is a cycle o f Leonard Bernstein
songs written from the perspec
tive o f a ten year old girl named
Barbara,” said Bartling.
An important part of
Bartling’s musical experience
has been the special influence of
Ruth Marie Eimer, Bartling’s
voice teacher.
“Miss Eimer is cer
tainly one major way I have been
blessed by my Olivet education.
She is a special friend whom I
admire greatly and I am so
thankful for her taking an
interest in my life as well as my
voice,” said Bartling.
From this point on,
Bartling plans on finishing her
student teaching in the fall, and
she will graduate next Decem
ber.
Justin Nixon, a church
music major, is also very
anxiously awaiting Tuesday
night.
“This is my one big
performance o f my college
career,” Nixon said.
Because Nixon has
traveled with the PR group,
Vision, performance is not
something completely new to
him, however, his senior recital
has been a performance four
years in the making.
Nixon will be perform
ing several French selections in
his recital, along with many
sacred pieces.

“My favorite are the
sacred pieces. It’s like getting to
sing my testimony” said Nixon.
Through these sacred
pieces, Nixon hopes to let the
Lord shine through him by using
his musical talent.
Nixon has felt very
blessed by the Lord in regards to
his musical talent. Along with a
minor in speech communica
tion, Nixon hopes to use his
degree to become a part of
evangelical ministry, spreading
God’s love through music.
i
At the conclusion o f the
recital, Bartling and Nixon will
perform a number o f duets
together. Having traveled with
Vision together in the past,
Bartling and Nixon have be
come good friends.
“Justin Nixon, my
friend and very talented partner
for the recital, and I will be
singing a couple of songs from
the" musical ‘The Fantastiks’,”
said Bartling.
The two friends will
perform their duets at the
conclusion o f their individual
recitals.
The Lord has truly
blessed these two music students
with a talent, as well as a heart
for the Lord. Best o f luck during
your recitals, Mindy and Justin,
and may God bless you as your
musical talent is used for Him!

Senior recitalists, Melinda Bartling and Justin Nixon,
flanked by Scott Arm strong and Chris Gonzalez,
sport the latest fashion in hats w hile on a trip at
G reat Am erica. Bartling and Nixon traveled to
gether last year with the PR group, Vision, along
with Arm strong and G onzalez. (Photo courtesy tith e

Aurora)

Chicago Events
Feb. 1-28 Sixth Annual WinterBreak Chicago Festival
312.744.3315

Now through Dec.1999 Seahorse Symphony
Shedd Acquarium
1200 S. Lakeshore Dr.
312.929.2438
Mondays Free

Feb. 18,7 p.m . Eclectic Nonfiction Book Group, Declarations o f
Independence by H. Zinn
Feb. 24,10 a.m . & 7 p.m . British Mystery Group, The Case Has Altered by
- M. 'Grimes
- Feb. 24,7 p.m. The Growing Years: Developmental Information for Children
Birth to 5, by Riverside Medical C enter’s Pédiatrie Therapy Dept.
Feb. 2 5 ,7 p.m . Women’s Studies Group
Feb. 2 6 ,8 p.m . A Relaxation/Meditation Experience, by Gary Paruskiewicz

Now through April Ragtime
Ford Center for the Performing Arts
24 W. Randolph
312.902.1500

Feb. 20 - Apr. 18 Czech Photography of the 1990’s
Chicago Cultural Center
78 E. Washington
312.744.6630
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Expect ‘School House* to rock Olivet
As you may recall, “School House Rock Live” will
By Natalie C hovancek &
“School House Rock” taught make its very first stop at Olivet.
Keely Long
Arts writer & arts editor

Last semester, Prof.
W ells inquired with Troupe
America about the costs o f the
stage production,” School House
Rock Live.” The costs were too
lofty. However, on a fluke,
Troupe America later called
Prof’ W ells, saying they needed
a technical rehearsal week, and
after the expenses, they would
split the proceeds with Olivet’s
theatre department. Prof. Wells
saw the opportunity as both a
hands-on educational experi
ence for Olivet students and a
community service for local
elementary school children, and
he grabbed the opportunity.
On Friday, Feb. 26,
“School House Rock Live” will
grace the stage of Kresge
Auditorium. The stage musical
is based upon the “School House
Rock” o f television fame, the
popular afiimated series that fan
from’ 1973 to 1985.

American youngsters the basics
o f grammar, math, social
studies and science though
catchy, clever pop jingles.
Some of the most memorable”
School House Rock” tunes
included “Conjunction Junc
tion,” “The Preamble,” “I’m
Just a B ill,” “My Hero, Zero,”
and “Interjections.” Anyone
who comes to the performance
in Kresge can expect to hear
those delightful ditties, and
many more.
You may or may not be
surprised to learn how well the
television cartoon has made the
transition into musical theater.
“School House Rock” evolved
into a stage musical in 1993,
when the first production of
“School House Rock Live”
opened in Chicago. Later, that
same production dazzled audi
ences in New York in 1995, and
then returned to Chicago before
closing in 1997. The second
national touring company o f

“School House Rock
Live,” features a cast of six
actors, a four-piece band, and six
crew members.
Ten student
workers and faculty/staff mem
bers will assist with the
rehearsals.
Currently, Prof.
Wells is in need of four more
workers for Feb. 2 2 . and three
more workers for Feb. 26 to
assist with moving equipment. .
The Feb. 26 performanceBwhich begins at 7:30
p.m:, will be open to the entire
community. Tickets are avail
able to the public at a cost of
$7.00 per person. (For groups of
ten or more; the cost is reduced
to $6.00 per person, so bring the
whole family.) All those who
are interested in purchasing
tickets should contact (815) 9395085.
Now, at this point,
ONU students may be thinking
that the performance sounds a bit
pricey for starving college

Remember Bill from American Governm ent class?
Com e see him in “School House Rock Live” on Feb.
25 in Kresge (Photo courtesy o f unofficial School

House Rock web site)
students. But take heart! On
Thursday, Feb. 25, at 7:30 p.m.,
the cast and crew o f “School
House Rock Live” will hold its
final dress rehearsal.
ONU
students are invited to attend this

special Thursday night perfor
mance at absolutely no cost! So,
come and relive a part of your
childhood at “School House
Rock Live”, and maybe, just
maybe, you’ll learn something,
too.

‘Blast from the Past’ soundtrack is an eclectic collection
area. The refrain is memorable,
and the song is something that
Arts writer
you can dance around to in your
“ The Blast From the dorm room if you have a mind
Past Soundtrack,” a compilation to. The fourth song is called
of songs, was released just last “Rhinoceros,” . and it is not
week. It is actually a pretty worthy to be called music. I f the
eclectic collection of songs. The song had been cleverly done, it
soundtrack begins with a tune could have had potential. “Rhi
called “I See the Sun,” which is noceros” pretty much sounded
performed by Tommy Henrikson like a rip-off o f some Matchbox
(whoever heard of him?). “I See 20 meets They Might B e Giants
the Sun” is a typical love song, song.
Next comes a song by
where a man sings about how he
Dishwalla,
which actually has a
sees the sun in his lover’s eyes.
positive
moral'
message. The
Pretty trite. Next comes the
song
is
called
“Pretty
Babies,”
song by a popular swing band
that I am not at liberty to name and it is about the degradation of
in this particular publication our society and how it is
(think “Zoot Suit Riot”). The affecting our children. Then
song is called “So Long, Toots.” comes the ever popular “I W ill
It is all right for a swing song,1 Buy You a New Life” by.
Everclear.
but I would expect better.
The third song, “Honey, I think everyone has heard that
The ultimate song by
Please,” is a pleasant surprise. It one.
R.E.M
.
comes next. It is one of
is a catchy tune by Sonichrome,
my
favorite
tunes, entitled “It’s
so o f course we know that soon
the
End
o
f
the World as We
it will be Overplayed, by the
Know
It.”
I
believe that this
countless pop stations in this

By Melissa Quinn

Past” soundtrack (CD cover)

song is reason enough for you to
buy the soundtrack.
Two delightful swing
songs that will make you want to
dance the night away immedi
ately follow. The first is entitled
“Trou Macacq” by an ultra-cool
band called the Squirrel Nut
Zippers.
The other one is
performed by a band I would
like to hear more about in the
future, the Flying Neutrinos.
The song is called “Mr. Zoot
Suit,” and it is fantastic. Then
there are two oldies but goodies,
the uplifting “It’s a Good Day”
by Perry Como and “Political
Science” by Randy Newman.
The CD ends with a forgettable
love song by Celeste Prince, and
a mediocre instrumental suite
performed by Steve Dorf.
..
In conclusion, I would
have to say that if you are into
swing, and you like most of the
bands I have mentioned, then
“The Blast From the Past
Soundtrack” is a pretty good
buy.
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D o g lovers sh ou ld in sist on
h ig h e r sm ell c o n te n t for T V s
By Dave Barry
Tribune Media Services

Do dogs understand television?
This is a question that has puzzled hu
manity since the days o f the ancient
Greeks. It is also the topic o f an article
sent in by alert reader Gwen Larriega
from the February issue o f Dog Fancy
m ag azin e (su g g ested m o tto : “F o r
People W ho Take Dogs Way Too Seri
ously”).
According to the article, head
lin ed “C an T h ey R E A L L Y W atch
T V ? ”, some dog owners claim their
dogs watch television, especially when
it is showing “other dogs, wolves or
horses, large cats, birds and deer,” and
that often the dogs respond by “run
ning behind the set to see if the ani
mals are there.” This behavior is fur
ther proof, as i f we needed any, that
dogs are in the same intelligence cat
egory as saltines. B ecau se o f course
there are no animals behind the televi
sion set. The animals live IN SID E TH E
P IC T U R E T U B E , and you youngsters
out there should feed them by pushing
cold cuts through the V C R slot.
But the point is that dogs do watch TV,
and they are not always impressed. The
D og Fancy article states that som e
owners “described their dogs as dislik
ing com m ercials or talk shows, re
sponding to these broadcasts by growl
ing, head-butting or biting the screen.”
I can relate to dogs on this issue. I re
act in a similar manner, especially to
the following type o f commercial:
“Hi, I ’m a trusted celebrity such as
Dennis Miller, M ichael Jordan or the
late Jim m y Stewart. I make millions o f
dollars, so you can be sure I spend a
lot o f tim e analyzing long-distance
telephone rates. Did you know What by
d i a l i n g 10 - 1 0 - 2 3 3 4 9 9 4 0 4 9 5 6 5 8 7 0 5 4 6 4 5 , you can save
as much as 37 percent i f you call on
Thursday evenings during Lent and are
a jo in t taxpayer filing singly? W ell it’s
true! A t least that’s what my script says.

I have a staff, so I have not personally
dialed a telephone in 12 years. Remem
ber: To save money, simply dial 10,
followed by 10, followed by 23, fol
lowed by 3499 4 0 4 9 5 6 5 8 7 0 5 4 6 4 5 . Or
maybe it’s 3499404956587054646. It’s
something like that. A humorous re
mark goes here. W here’s my check?”
W hen I see one o f these commercials
— which is always followed almost
im m ediately by A N O TH ER trusted
celebrity pushing ANOTHER long-dis
tance number — I often find m yself
head-butting the T V screen. As you can
imagine, this upsets the wolves.
But getting back to the issue: It
seems to me that for dogs to becom e
truly interested in TV, the programming
would have to include the element o f
smell. Sm elling is very big, for dogs.
I f you’re walking your dog, and you
pass a spot on the ground where any
other dog, any time in the history o f

ing cat clues. Meanwhile, the actual cat,
in person, would be sitting on a low
wall, very cool, watching Daisy. Som e
times Daisy would be within three feet
o f the cat, wildly excited, sniffing the
ground so hard that she was sucking
ants into her nostrils. I ’d point right at
the cat and say, “L O O K , Daisy ! There
it is! The cat!” But Daisy ignored me.
Her attitude was, “I have no time to look
at a cat, you idiot! I ’m hot on the trail
o f a cat!” Meanwhile, the cat is shak
ing its head, thinking, “No wonder they •
drink out o f toilets.”
So i f television .is going to really
reach dogs, particularly the beagle de
mographic, it needs more odors. I don’t
see why we couldn’t develop a T V that,
in addition to picture and sound, emit
ted smells through a hole at the bottom
o f the set. That way, if you’re watch
ing, say, a police drama, and there’s a
shootout, and one o f the good guys is
ly i ng on the sid e w a lk , c r it ic a lly
wounded, whispering his last, deeply
touching words to his partner, your dog
could go to the hole and find out how
the sidewalk smelled. There could even
the world, has left a smell, your dog be dog-oriented commercials, whereby
will want to sniff that spot for approxi advertisers would reward dog viewers
mately the rest o f its life. You will need with popular sm ells if they followed
an industrial forklift to pry your dog simple commands (“Nose the receiver
o ff that spot. W hy? Because your dog’s o ff the hook! Good boy! Now press 10nose is an amazingly complex organ, 1 0 ...”).
that’s why. Your dog appears to simply
In conclusion, I think all dog lov
be sniffing the same stupid smell over ers should write to the T V industry and
and over again, but in fact its nose is DEM AN D programming with a higher
performing a sophisticated olfactory sm el l c on t e n t ( in se rt you r Je r r y
analysis, then transmitting the result Springer jo k e here). I also want to stress
ing data to your dog’s brain, thus pro to you young, impressionable readers
ducing a pattern o f neural firings that out there that I was ju st kidding about
can be translated, roughly, as: “Hey! A putting cold cuts into the V C R . You
sm ell!”
should use ice cream. Otherwise Bam bi
Recently I spent a week dog-sit will die. Thank you.
ting my in-laws’ dog, Daisy, who is a
beagle, which means she is, biologi
cally, a nose with feet. She spent the (D ave Barry is a hum or colum nist fo r
entire week trying to locate a cat that the M iam i H erald. W rite to him c/o
hangs out in our yard. Every time I took Tropic M agazine, The M iami H erald,
her outside, she’d race around the yard, One H erald Plaza, M iami F L 33132.)
nose to the ground, whimpering, detect
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Up To $10,000 Within Days!
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America needs more men and women with integrity and honor to enter our nation's
i l political process. Whether your area of interest is at the federal, state or local level,
the Robertson School of Government will provide you with the foundational theories
and practical skills you need to make your mark in the world of politics and government
Our placement rate is 95%! Graduates of the school are effective domestic and
international policy-makers, elected officials, campaign managers, legislative aides,
and nonprofit leaders, Every day our alumni make a difference.
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